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ABSTRACT 

A continuous wave phase comparison ultrasonic technique for the 
evaluation of elastic constants is presented with results from 
measuronents made on fresh bovine fanoral bone. An effort was made to 
determine experimentally the degree of elastic symmetry of diaphysial 
compact bone and to find patterns of stiffness about the circumference 
of the fonoral shaft. A linearly elastic orthotropic model of bone was 
used to develop wavespeed-elastic coefficient relations. Theoretical 
and practical considerations and limitations of the method are 
discussed. Evidence of anisotropy more general than that of transverse 
isotropy was obtained, and weak patterns of stiffness variations were 
found. 
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INTROIUCriON 

It has often been said that no two snowflakes are identical. This 

may also be said of bones, and for the same reason: the forces of 

nature which shape both snowflakes and bones are not given to perfect 

consistency. Nature is constantly experimenting. 

Bicmechanicians too are constantly experimenting. In so doing 

they seek an understanding of the mechanical construction, function, 

and adaptation of biological systens. 

The first section of this paper briefly describes the structure 

of several different kinds of bone, and where and under what 

circumstances these types of bone are found. This is followed by a 

review cf sane of the more important results of previous studies in 

which bone is shewn to be viscoelastic, plastic, and decidedly 

anisotropic in its elastic constants. 

Beyond this point, the discussion is focused on the elastic 

constants of bone; in particular, on an elastically orthotropic model. 

Ultrasonic methods of determining elastic constants are well suited to 

anisotropic models such as this since all the elastic constants may be 

obtained f ran a single specimen with ultrasound. This may be difficult 

or impossible with traditional mechanical tests. Ultrasonic methods 

are also advantageous in that snail specimens may be easily onplcyed 

in testing. Use of snail specimens (e.g. parallelpipeds of edge length 

3 to 5mm) enhances spatial resolution, an important consideration 
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when working with heterogeneous media as bone. 

After both the theoretical and applied aspects of the continuous 

wave phase comparison ultrasonic technique are developed, the results 

of laboratory measurenents are presented and discussed. These results 

are compared to results fron other studies where possible, though the 

absence of certain measurenents in this stud^ precludes comprehensive 

comparisons. 

Observations on seme of the limitations and difficulties of the 

continuous wave technique are interspersed with the results throughout 

the later sections of the paper, since certain of the procedures were 

performed solely on account of difficulties encountered in previous 

experimental activities. 
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BCNES 

-Overview 

Bones have been studied fcy two broadly defined groups of 

researchers: those engaged in studies of the life sciences, and those 

primarily interested in the biomechanical aspects of bone. 

Life scientists tend to concentrate on clinical and medical 

aspects of bone, for example the relation of nutrition to bone growth 

and development, the character and cause of the many known 

osteological pathologies, or the effects and identities of toxins. 

Biomechanical investigations of bone focus on the mechanical 

properties and behavior of bone and skeletal systons and attanpt to 

explain and quantify mechanical parameters of bone such as strength, 

stiffness, density, and structural organization. Information gained 

from biomechanical studies is essential to comprehensive understanding 

of living bone: the changes it undergoes in adapting to physiological 

and extraordinary stresses, its recovery and healing after being 

subjected to loads beyond its load bearing ability, and the mechanical 

effects of pathologies and other systen disturbances. 

Of particular interest to many modern day bicmechanicians are the 

long bones found in the legs and arms of the larger mammals such as 

the fonur, radius, etc. These long bones must resist significant 

axial, bending, and torsional loads under physiological conditions 
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and must possess adequate design factors of safety to withstand 

abnormally rapid or intense loads. Long bones are relatively simple 

when compared to most other bones of the skeletal systsn and lend 

themselves to traditional structural and mechanical evaluations. This 

has resulted in the plurality of bianechanical investigations being 

conducted on long bones. Though objections have been made to the 

penchant for long bone studies, even these less complicated menbers 

exhibit material and structural properties that defy concise or 

rigorous analysis. 

Bones are dynamic structural elanents in that they tend to adapt 

to meet the mechanical needs of the system All mammalian bones 

undergo remodelling, a process where boney tissue is renoved, 

replaced, and often rearranged in normal metabolic activity. In vitro 

mechanical tests performed on whole bones and parts of bones thus 

provide information on bone properties at a particular time, holding 

constant one of the most significant variables in bone character— 

age. 

Structure 

Of primary structural importance in all long bones is the compact 

bone, loosely defined as the hard, dense portion of bones. A few of 

the most prevalent types of compact bone are briefly discussed below. 

Woven bone is formed rapidly and is structurally inferior to most 

other types of compact bone. This type of bone is found in very young 

animals and in fracture callouses of healed bones. Woven bone is 
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usually replaced with structurally superior bone in the process of 

remodelling. 

Lamellar bone is layered bone which is laid down more slowly than 

woven bone. The layers may be concentric about the bone axis, or th^ 

may form osteons, minute cylindrical constructions of lamellae wrapped 

around one or two blood vessels. Primary osteons are formed on growing 

bone surfaces, and so do not sever the larger concentricities of 

lamellae encircling the bone. Secondary osteons are formed in 

renodelling, severing the greater lammelae in the process. The 

distinction may seen cumbersome, but it is significant. Bovine compact 

bone is largely primary bone (i. e. bone containing primary 

osteons), whereas mature human bone is characterized fcy the presence 

of nunerous secondary osteons (also called haversian systons). This is 

of concern to investigators because these types of bone have been 

shewn to have significantly different mechanical properties (Curr^ 

1959, Evans and Bang 1967). 

In large, fast growing mammals (e. g. the cow) a porous bone with 

a character intermediate to woven bone and lamellar bone is rapidly 

placed, encircling blood vessels and acting as a base for the 

production of lamellar bone. The lammelar bone then fills in the 

longitudinally elongated pores at a slcwer pace. The resulting 

structure is called laminar bone, not to be confused with the lamellar 

bone it contains. 

The lanmelae themselves are made of bundled organic fibers and 

inorganic mineral crystals (primarily calcium phosphate) wrapped 

around and embedded among the fibers. Individual fibers are generally 
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less than a micron in dianeter, while lamellae are usually cf about 

five microns thickness. 

The ends of the long bones are of complicated form and are 

enveloped by a relatively thin diell of compact bone. Beneath this 

shell is spongy bone, a highly porus structure of uncertain structural 

significance. Compact bone in the central region of the shaft tends to 

be thickest, and it is fran this region that specimens for 

biomechanical investigations are usually obtained. 

J. D. Wolff (1869) observed that the distribution of compact bone 

is in no way arbitrary, an observation that led to what is now knam 

as Wolff s law of bone transformation: bone ranodels in response to 

the mechanical demands placed on it. tore specifically, compact bone 

is laid down when and where needed to reduce stress, and resorbed 

(taken up fcy other bone cells) where unneeded. Maligned or ignored by 

maiy investigators and authors, Wolff s Law is to bone what the second 

law of thermodynamics is to mechanics in that it describes the 

direction of the bone ranodelling process. The well known 

decalcification of living bones in near-zero gravitational fields 

(Vogel 1973) supports Wolff s conclusion, as do limb-immobilization 

experiments (Engstran and Amprino 1950). 

Quantitative investigations of material properties of bone have 

produced several noteworthy results. Viscoelastic behavior in bone has 
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been reported ty inary investigators (e.g. Smith and Walmsl^ 1959, 

McElhaney 1966). Loading rates are highly significant in tests of 

viscoelastic materials since both stresses and strains are time 

dependent. One study on the effects of loading rate in bone loaded to 

failure in torsion (Sammarco et al. 1971) indicates that ultimate 

stresses for this loading are greater at higher loading rates (also 

true for most other materials), but, significantly, ultimate strains 

shew little change with load rate. In this stuc^-, failure load rates 

varied f ran 50 milliseconds to about 150 seconds. From this one might 

deduce that strains are of greater importance than stresses in 

determining torsional bone failure, and that stresses induced at lower 

loading rates are reduced as a result of the viscous behavior of the 

bone. Ofing to the highly anisotropic character of bone, the deduction 

cannot be extended to other load configurations. No studies of similar 

intent with bone in failure modes other than torsion are known to the 

author. 

Bone is also known to deform plastically when loaded past its 

ill-defined yield point. In one of several studies dealing with the 

plastic behavior of bone, Burstein et al. (1972) observed considerable 

plastic deformation in bovine bone subjected to bending and axial 

tension. In this stuc^, failure loads were applied in times ranging 

frail 0.1 to 0.5 s. These investigators developed an elastic perfectly 

plastic model for bone, as was their intent, and suggested that the 

difference in calculated ultimate stress values found in the 

literature could be explained fcy the plastic behavior of bone. 

Apparently, no attempt was made to distinguish viscous effects frem 
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plastic effects in this stuc^. 

Prior to 1967, the majority of bianechanical studies on bone 

dealt with bone strengths. Many factors have been found to 

significantly affect the strength of compact bone, including moisture 

content, specimen orientation, degree of calcification, nunber of 

haversian systons, and loading rates. Not surprisingly, even for a 

particular type of specimen and test, the range of values obtained for 

the ultimate strength of bone is quite wide. Statistical analyses of 

varying degrees of sophistication are often used to aid in 

interpretating these data. 

Fran the abundance of data that have resulted from these studies, 

the following properties of compact bone strength may be stated with 

reasonable certainty (See Evans 1957, and Currey 1971): 

i) Bone is stronger in longitudinal compression than 

in ary other kind of loading. 

ii) The tensile strength of bone is greatest in the 

longitudinal (axial) direction. 

iii) Higher degrees of calcification produce greater 

compressive strengths in compact bone. 

iv) Dry bone is stronger than wet bone, except in shear 

parallel to the long axis, when the opposite is true. 

v) Primary bone (i. e. bone containing primordial osteons) 

is stronger than secondary (haversian) bone. 
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vi) Bone is stronger at higher loading rates, at least 

up to loading rates of physiological magnitude. 

.Stiffnesses and Elastic Constants 

Hie elastic constants of bone received little attention until the 

late 1960's, at which time about a dozen studies were published that 

dealt with these material properties. Seme investigators used 

traditional axial stress tests but the anall strains produced in these 

tests were often difficult to measure. Further complications 

accompanied compressive tests in that eccentric loadings and Euler 

buckling had to be sedulously avoided. Mary workers chose instead to 

determine stiffnesses with static bending tests. 

Like the strength tests, the stiffness tests showed widely 

varying results, but the dependence of specimen orientation was firmly 

established. Several investigators have found longitudinal stiffnesses 

to be significantly greater than circumferential stiffnesses, and most 

agree that bone is least stiff in the radial direction. The ratios of 

these three moduli have shown no consistency, and the difference 

between the radial and circumferential stiffnesses is sometimes very 

anall (e.g. Lang 1970). 

In at least two studies (McElhaney et al. 1966, Dempster and 

Liddicoat 1952) measured compressive stiffnesses were greater than 

measured tensile stiffnesses. This, if correct, would have an adverse 

effect on the results obtained in static bending tests where 

compressive and tensile elastic moduli are assuned equal. In the stud/ 
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of Dempster and Liddicoat, specimen geometry (squatness) was also 

found to influence stiffness measurenents. This is also a peculiar and 

unexplained result. 

Ascenzi and Bonucci (1967 and 1968) conducted a stud/ on 

isolated secondary osteons which may help explain the wide range of 

values for stiffness and the apparent lack of consistency between 

radial, circumferential, and longitudinal moduli relations uncovered 

fcy other investigators. In their stu<^, the degree* of calcification 

and the orientation of the collagen fibers were determined, and the 

values of stiffness obtained were correlated with these parameters. In 

axial tension tests, the largest values of stiffness the/ obtained 

were sane three times as large as the anallest values, the larger 

values corresponding to longitudinal fiber orientation and complete 

calcification. In compression, osteons with angled collagen fibers 

(off the osteon's longitudinal axis) were stiffer than those with 

longitudinal fibers, while complete calcification again enhanced 

stiffness. Their stuc^ on tensile strengths of isolated osteons 

surprisingly shewed no significant correlation between strengths and 

fiber orientation or degree of calcification. Results of compressive 

strength tests yielded more predictable results in that angled fibers 

and greater calcification were found to enhance compressive stiffness. 

It would be of interest to knov the distribution and numbers of 

osteons with longitudinal fibers in various kinds of bone, in order to 

determine the extent to which the average strength is affected. 
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THEORY AND PRACTICE OF VELOCITY MEASUREMENT 

An Ultrasonic Prelude 

Ultrasonic investigations of the elastic constants of bone first 

appeared in 1969 (Lang), and the majority of bone stiffness studies 

conducted since then have also employed ultrasonic methods. The use of 

ultrasound to determine the elastic properties of materials is, in 

principle, straightforward. Since the velocity at which a stress wave 

travels through a medium is dependent on the density and stiffness of 

the median, stiffness may be calculated once velocity and density are 

measured. The stiffnesses obtained fcy ultrasonic methods were shown fcy 

Abendschein and Hyatt (1970) to be well correlated with stiffnesses 

obtained fcy static bending tests, the former being about 20% greater 

than the latter. The introduction of significant plastic or viscous 

response at lower strain rates probably accounts for this difference. 

The degree of symmetry ascribatie to the elastic constants of 

bone has recently become a matter of considerable interest to 

reseachers. The relative ease with which symmetries may be 

investigated fcy ultrasonic means is probably responsible for the 

recent display of interest in this area. 

A brief outline of the appropriate el orients of linear elasticity 

is given below, not only to aid the discourse on symmetries, but also 

because this theory, or one addressing similar relations, is essential 
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to the construction of characterization methodologies using 

ultrasound. A more detailed treatment of the subject can be found in 

aiy text on classical elasticity. 

Prthptrppi.g Elasticity 

Hooke's Law expresses a linear relationship between stresses and 

strains in materials that are (or are assumed to be) linearly elastic. 

In tensor notation (using the repeated subscript sunmation 

convention), the general form of Hooke's Law is 

Tij — CijjcL Efci (i, j,k,l = 1,2,3) 

where the Tij are elements of the stress tensor, the E^i are elanents 

of the infinitesimal strain tensor, and the Cijkl form the fourth 

order elasticity tensor. 

In a material free of boc^ mcments, both the stress and strain 

arrays (second order tensors) are symmetric, thus implying that 

^ijkl “ Cjikl “ ^ijlk • 

From this, only 36 of the 81 el orient s of the tensor of elastic 

coefficients are unique, while but six of the nine elanents in each of 

the stress and strain arrays are unique. 

Taking advantage of the symmetries resulting fron the exclusion 

of body mcments, the tensors of the generalized Hooke's Law may be 

simplified by assigning a single subscript to pairs of subscripts as 

follows: 

1 in place of 11 

2 n it ti 22 
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3 in place of 33 

4 " " n 23 and 32 

5 " " " 13 and 31 

6 " " " 12 and 21, 

therety allowing Hooke's Law to be written 

Ti = Cij Ej 

where the range on i and j is new six. 

A further condition that the strain energy be a function of state 

only (regardless of the means fcy which the state is achieved— note 

that this excludes viscous behavior) gives yet another relation, 

cij = Cji. The 6x6 cij array is then symmetric and contains at most 

twenty-one independent elastic constants. 

Reflections and rotations appropriate to a chosen material 

symmetry may be imposed on this syston of equations. This leads to a 

further reduction in the number of unique elastic coefficients. Two 

particular symmetries have been employed extensively in bone research. 

Ihe simpler of these is transverse isotropy, where there exists an 

axis of symmetry (the longitudinal axis in the case of bone). For a 

material possessing transverse isotropy, all radial and 

circumferential stiffnesses are identical, while the longitudinal 

stiffness is different from these. 

A slightly more general symmetry is that of orthotrojy. Materials 

of orthotropic symmetry have three mutually perpendicular planes of 

syirmetry. In an elanent of compact bone, these planes are parallel to 

the longitudinal, radial, and circumferential directions. Radial, 

circumferential, and longitudinal stiffnesses of such media will, in 
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general, differ fran one another. 

By imposing appropriate transformations of reflection, the matrix 

of elastic coefficients for orthotropic materials becomes 

Cll c 1 2 c 1 3 0 0 0 

c 12 c22 c23 0 0 0 

C13 c23 c3 3 0 0 0 

0 0 0 C44 0 0 

0 0 0 0 c55 0 

0 0 0 0 0 c 

The matrix of elastic coefficients for a material of transverse 

isotropic symmetry is similar to this, but the following relations 

also hold: 

C11 = c221 c23 = C13' c44 = <=55, c66 = - c12) 

thus reducing the number cf independent nonrzero coefficients to five, 

as compared to nine for the orthotropic case. 

Transverse isotrojy has been found to be sufficient symmetry for 

dry bone in at least two studies (Lang 1969, Yoon and Katz 1976), 

while recent investigations (Van Buskirk et al. 1981) indicate that 

fresh bone is at least orthotropic in its elastic constants. No 

studies on bone employing symmetry assumptions more general than 

orthotrojy are known to the author. 

O.early, no assumption of symmetry is entirely correct when 

working with a biological substance such as bone. The question then is 

to what extent the assumption of a particular symmetry adequately 

reflects actual material properties of bone. This aspect of the 

probien is difficult to quantify. 
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Stress Waves 

Ihe generalized Hooke's Law may be substituted into the equations 

of motion to obtain the desired wavespeed-elastic constant relations. 

Ihe equations of motion for ary . continuum free of body 

forces are 

Tij,j p ^i (i/j = 1/2,3) 

where is the particle displacement in the x. direction, and p is 

the mass density of the medium. The subscript comma convention, 

indicating differentiation with respect to the independent variable, 

is used here. The linearized strain-displacement relation 

Ekl = MuJc,l + ul,k> 

be combined with the generalized Hooke's law to give the 

stress-displacement relation 

T. . = c. .. . u, . 
13 ijkl k,l 

Substituting, the equations of motion for a linear elastic 

homogeneous medium free of body forces are given in terms of 

displacements as 

Cijkl ^,11 “ p 

A plane harmonic displacement wave may be assumed as a solution 

to this equation, a plane wave with particle displacements in the xm 

direction being conveniently represented fcy 

Um = flm exP(i“(xkVv ‘ t,) 

where Am is the amplitude of the particle displacement, the ak are 

direction cosines defining the direction of propagation, v is the 
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phase velocity, and w is the angular frequency of the wave. The phase 

velocity is, in general, dependent on both the direction of 

propagation a and the frequency w, dependencies characteristic of 

anisotropic dispersive media. 

Substituting this plane wave representation into the equations of 

motion results in the expression 

(C. a.a. - Pv2S., ) A. = 0 
jjkl 3 1 K oJc JC 

where <$ik is the Kronecker delta. 

The Christoffel stiffnesses, defined as 

r.. = c. . a .a. 
ik 13k! 3 1 

(3.1) 

can be used to put this into the more compact form 

(rik - pv 6ik> \ = = 0 (3.2) 

These are the equations for the amplitudes of the particle 

displacements Ak. To obtain a non-trivial solution to this system of 

homogeneous equations, the determinant of the array of coefficients 

must be zero, 

(3.3) detlr., -pv26., 1=0. 1 ik ik1 

Using the invariants 

I1 " rkk i2 = hi?., r.. - r.. r..) z 11 33 13 13 
I3 = det F.. 

5 13 

expansion of the determinant yields the cubic equation 

X3 - liX2 + I2X - I3 =0 

where A= p v2. 

The Christoffel stiffnesses for a medium of ary particular 

symmetry may be found ty the use of equation (3.1) once the 

corresponding Ci^kl relations have been determined from the imposition 

of appropriate reflections and rotations. The Christoffel stiffnesses 
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for a mediun cf orthotropic symmetry are 

rii = cllll af + C1212 aI + C1313 af 

222 r22 = C2121 al + ^2222 a2 + ^2323 a3 

2 0 2 r33 = C3131 ai + C3232 a2 + C3333 as 

r12 = C1122 al a2 + ^1221 al a2 

r13 = c1133 al a3 + c133l al a3 

r23 = c2233 a2 a3 + c2332 a2 a3 

or in the more concise notation, 
222 

Til = cu ai + C44 a2 + C55 as 

2 2 2 
F22 = c44 at + 022 a2 + c66 a3 

T33 = c55 al + c66 a| + C33 a| (3.4) 

r23 = (c12 + C44) ai a2 

ri3 = (013 + C55) ai as 

Fi2 = (C23 + c66) a2 as 

Substituting (3.4) into (3.3) and solving, three eigenvalues are 

obtained, each corresponding to a particular velocity, and each 

velocity in turn corresponding to a particular direction of particle 

displacement as given ky the corresponding eigenvector. Owing to the 

properties of the tensor of elastic coefficients, the Christoffel 

stiffnesses form a symmetric and positive definite matrix, thus 

ensuring that the three resulting eigenvalues are real and positive, 

and further, that the three resulting eigenvectors will be orthogonal. 

To aid in identification of the large nimber of velocities 

resulting fran the various directions of propagation and different 

directions of particle motion, the following notation is borroved fran 

Van Buskirk et al. (1981): 
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vi/j speed of a wave propagating in the 

direction with particle motion in the 

Xj direction. 

Note that for i=j, the wave is longitudinal 

(compressive), while for i£j, the wave is 

transverse (shear). 

vij/k speed of a transverse wave propagating in 

the (xi+Xj)/^ direction with particle 

motion in the xk direction. 

vij/ij speed of a wave propagating in the 

(x^Xj)/1^ direction with particle motion 

in the i-j plane. These waves may be 

either longitudinal or transverse. 

To clarify the procedure used to relate wavespeeds to elastic 

constants, an elementary example follows. 

To consider a wave propagating in the x1 direction, the direction 

cosines are set to 

ai=l, a2=0, a3=0. 

By eqn. (3.1), the Christoff el stiffnesses are 

I’ll = Cj.2 , T22 ~ c44 ' T33 = C55, 

r12 = r22 = r 31 = 0 * 

Hence equation (3.3) becomes 

(CH - PV2) (C44- pV2) (C55 - pv2) = 0 . 

The three roots of this cubic equation are obvious: 
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C11= pv2; C44= pv2, C55= pv2. 

Substituting these three rootsr one at a time, into equation 

(3.2) allows determination of the direction of particle motion 

associated with each root. For example, substituting in the root 

P v2 = Cj^ leads to the system of equations 

(0) hi + (0) A2 + (0) A3 = 0 

(0) A^ + (C44 - cn) A2 + (0) A3 - 0 

(0) h\ + (0) A2 + (C55 - cn) A3 - 0 

which are nonrtrivially satisfied fcy a solution of the form Ai ^ 0, 

A2 = A3 = 0. The non-zero amplitude in the x* direction indicates that 

the root PV2 = cn corresponds to a longitudinal wave in the Xi 

direction, thus 

vl/l = ^Cll/P or cn = Pv^/;L . 

In a similar fashion, the other two roots C44 and C55 be 

sham to correspond to transverse waves with particle motions 

perpendicular to the direction of propagation, also propagating in the 

xi direction (as dictated ty the direction cosines), 

v
1/2 

= |/C‘+4/P and vi/3 = ^SS/P . 

Similar operations with waves propagating in other directions 

lead to the relations given in Table 1. 

The plane waves described in this example have particle motions 

either parallel or perpendicular to the direction of propagation 

(longitudinal or transverse waves respectively). This is true in 

anisotropic media only when the direction of propagation is along a 

pure mode axis. Pure mode axes in orthotropic media are parallel to 

intersections of planes of symmetry. The waves associated with v 
ij/^j 
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C11 = PV1/1 

C22 = 
-2/2 

C33 
= PV3/3 

C44 
= PV2/3 = PV3/2 

C55 = PVl/3 = PV3/1 

C66 = PVV2 81 pV2/l 

C12 = (C11 + C66 ” 2PV12/12) (C22 + C66 

C13 
= (C11 + C55 " 2PV13/13)(C33 + C55 

C23 = (C22 + C44 “ 2pV23/23} (C33 + C44 

C55 
+ C66 = 2PV23/1 

C44 
+ C66 = 2pV13/2 

C44 
+ C55 * 2PVL/3 

- 2pv 

- 2pv 

- 2pv 

^ ) 
12/12

; 

2 ) 
13/137 

2 ) 
23/23' 

- c 
66 

- c 
55 

- c 
44 

Table 1. Orthotropic wavespeed-elastic coefficient 
relations, 12 equations in nine unknowns. 
The cverspecif icationa allows the use of the 
last three equations as checks on the 
symmetry assumption. 
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are thus termed quasi-longitudinal or qua si-transverse waves since 

their particle motions are not parallel or perpendicular to the 

direction of propagation. 

The compliance matrix is obtained fcy inverting the matrix of 

elastic coefficients. In terms of the engineering elastic constants 

(Young's modulus in the x. direction), v.. (Poisson's ratio for stress 
2. 1] 

in the x. direction and strain in the x. direction), andG. . (the 
i 3 i} 

shear modulus in the i-j plane), the orthotropic compliance matrix is 

VE, ~V21//E2 
-V /E 

3r 3 
0 0 0 

V12/El 1/E2 “V32/E3 
0 0 0 

\3/El 
-V /E 

23/ 2 1/E3 
0 0 0 

0 0 0 1/G23 0 0 

0 0 0 0 1/G31 
0 

0 0 0 0 0 1/G 

By equating the elanents of the inverted matrix of elastic 

coefficients to the corresponding elements of the compliance matrix as 

given fcy (3.5) , the orthotropic engineering elastic constants are 

finally obtained. 

Method; Theory 

Circumstances are often such that the velocity at which a stress 

wave travels is dependent on parameters other than the elastic 

constants of the medium. In particular, wavespeeds may shew a strong 

dependence on frequency and specimen geometry. Media in which 

wavespeeds are frequency dependent are called dispersive media. 
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Geanetry my cause or contribute to the dependence. 

Guided wave theory attempts to describe stress wave propagation 

in bounded elastic media. In guided wave theory, different modes of 

vibration are predicted for a medium propagating stress waves. Each 

mode of vibration has a distinct dispersion curve (a plot of 

cross-sectional width ever wavelength against phase velocity over bar 

mode velocity), as shewn in Figure 1. By this theory then, phase 

velocities are dependent not only on frequency, but on the mode of 

vibration as well. The excessive mathenatical complexity that would 

result makes the application of guided wave theory in the present 

investigation impractical. 

Figure 1. Dispersion curves for a cylindrical bar, compressional 
waves, v is the bar mode velocity, A is the wavelength, 
and a is°the radius of the bar. From Kolsky (1963). 
A similar phencmenon occurs in anisotropic bars of 
rectangular cross section. See Nigro (1968). 
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In one limiting case of boundary effects, waves propagate in a 

bar mode. In bar mode analyses, the propagating medium is effectively 

treated as one dimensional. In the opposite limiting case, the 

propagating medium is assumed unbounded, and waves propagate in a bulk 

mode. The wavespeed-elastic coefficient relations given above assume 

bulk mode propagation since the derivation was made for a three 

dimensional unbounded propagating medium. 

Fortunately, in practice the observed dispersion curve moves fran 

one theoretical dispersion curve to the next (or, equivalently, as the 

cross-section moves from one mode of vibration to another) as 

frequency or specimen dimension increases . Of interest to the 

experimenter is that this may enable testing in the bulk mode region 

at lewer frequencies than would otherwise be possible, though ary 

assumption of bulk mode propagation must still be substantiated. 

The transmission of continuous sinusoidal waveforms is 

nondispersive in a linear elastic material. Thus continuous wave tests 

have a distinct advantage over pulse tests in that the wave form does 

not distort as it propagates. Continuous wave tests are complicated by 

the fact that the time required for corresponding points on a sine 

wave to propagate between two measuranent sites cannot be measured 

directly. Total transmission time is equal to sane integral number of 

waveform periods plus a fraction of a waveform period. Using an 

oscilloscope, one can measure only the fractional period time. No 

single measuranent can be used to determine the number of full 

periods, but a simple least squares fit on a number of data points may 

be used to evaluate this unknown, here referred to as n. The procedure 
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is as follows: 

Supposing a signal to suffer a total time delay T (measured in 

seconds) on passing through sane median. Then 

T = nx + t 

where n is a non-negative integer representing the unobservable nunber 

of full cycles in the total time delay and t is the fractional period 

time. 

In terms of the pathlength of the propagating wave d and the 

phase velocity v this becomes 

d/v = nx + t . 

Rearranging, 

t= t , , = -nx + d/v . 
observed 

If v is assoned constant, the total time delay d/v will also be 

constant. This is a linear equation in x, so ty canparing measured 

time delays for waveforms of various periods T, one may calculate the 

slope (-n) of the t vs. T line. Care must be exercised in this 

procedure to use data points all corresponding to the same n. This is 

achieved ky limiting the range of frequencies of the waveforms 

studied. 

The t-intercept of this equation, d/v, gives the total time 

delay, though this is a fortuitous result since only n is desired from 

the calculation. The assanption that the phase velocity v is constant 

is reasonable if frequency ranges are not large and the dispersion 

curve cf the material being tested has reached its bulk mode plateau 

at the frequencies employed in testing. 
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Method: Practice 

For this investigation, stress waves were produced and detected 

at specimen interfaces with the aid of lead zirconate piezoelectric 

crystals (Valpey-Fisher Oorp., Hopkinton,MA.). These crystals are 

available in both compression and shear cuts. Aluminum foil was used 

to distribute charge over the free faces of these crystals (those 

faces making physical contact with the specimens) despite the 

resulting attenuation. More conventional methods of conduction 

(particularly gold sputtering) proved insufficiently durable. 

A signal generator (Wavetek 191) was used at its maximun output 

voltage of 30v p-p to drive one of the transducers, and this 

excitation signal, usually between 2.2 and 2.6 MHz, was also sent to 

one channel of a dual beam oscilloscope (Tektronix 556). The receiving 

crystal was wired to the second channel. The crystals were then 

brought into contact and the delay of the receiving channel adjusted 

so that the received and transnitted waveforms coincided. A specimen 

was then placed between the transducers and the relative delay 

determined ty shifting the received signal to again coincide with the 

trananitted signal. Since this oscilloscope has a calibrated provision 

for delaying the triggering of one beam relative to the other, times 

can be read directly from the front janel. Frequencies were monitored 

at all times with a digital frequency counter (Monsanto). 

The resolution of the oscilloscope's delaying mechanian (±5 ns ) 

was not a limiting factor in the accuracy of the measuranents. Greater 

error was introduced fcy visual nulling of phase shifts, though nulls 
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could usually be repeated to within 15 ns. The oscilloscope was not 

properly calibrated, but its errors were consistent over all the 

frequencies used in the testing (2.2 to 2.7 MHz). A correction factor 

was used in the data evaluation prograns in lieu of proper 

oscilloscope calibration. 

Measurements of specimen depths were made using a microneter of 

±5y precision. Frequencies were monitored to five significant digits, 

and repeated to four significant digits when least squares fit data 

were being collected. The frequency counter used to monitor the 

frequencies is accurate to ±1 in the least significant displayed 

digit, giving an error of frequency measuronent in this investigation 

of less than 0.03%. Repetitions were then well within 0.3%. 

Specimens used in the stuc^ were cut fron a bovine fanur 

obtained at a local butcher shop. The bone was frozen within one hour 

of excision and within five days post mortem. Cuts were made with a 

lew speed diamond blade saw (Buehler Iscmet). All thawed specimens 

were kept awash in normal saline during cutting and testing. Specimens 

were refrozen in saline soaked cloth following each cutting or testing 

session. Ashman (1982) experimentally shewed that freezing of fresh 

bone had little effect on mechanical properties, but the effects of 

several freeze tha/ cycles, if ary, are unknown. 

A position reference system similar to that proposed fcy Bundy 

(1970) was used to describe locations on the fenur fron which 

specimens were taken. The bone was placed anterior side up on a flat 

surface, and the distance along the diaft was then taken as a 

percentage of the distance from the points of contact at the knee to 
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the point of contact, on the upper end of the bone. Hie total distance 

(100%) for this particular specimen was 26.5 an. 

Annular sections of approximately 7 mm depth were cut fran the 

50% and 70% positions. The wavespeeds v3/,1, v3/2' v3/3 were 

measured at eight points equally spaced around the circumference of 

the section (Fig. 2). 

Figure 2. Cross section of fanur showing relation 
of quadrants and points of measurenent. 

For the wavespeed measurements on the annular specimens, values 

for n were obtained at one of the eight points ky the least squares 

fit method described above. This had to be done at least once for each 

of the three velocities v3/ir ^2/2r v
3/3* For eac^ wave, 

the integer n obtained from one point was used for all the other 

points except where a large change in the observed time delay 

indicated a possible change in n. Many of the slopes obtained f ran 
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these analyses were far removed from integer values. The reason for 

this is not clear, though many potential sources of error exist. Ihese 

are discussed in a later section. 

The values of n for each of the nine wavespeeds measured on the 

parallel piped specimens were determined in a slightly different 

manner. A table cf cycles per mm of specimen at particular frequencies 

for particular modes of propagation was constructed from least squares 

fits of all nine different velocities as taken on one cf the 

parallelpiped specimens. Table 2a. The value of n for a particular 

mode was then taken as the integer portion of 

(3.6) PI/F2 x XD mm 

where Fl is the frequency at which the measurement was taken, F2 and 

cycles 
—— are both from Table 2a, and D is the depth cf the specimen. 

This was believed to be a reasonable method for calculating n for 

specimens of various depths tested at various frequencies. The 

assumption being made in determining n this way is that the phase 

velocity of a particular type of wave travelling in a given direction 

is constant. 

A second table was constructed f ran shear measurements on a 

different specimen, Table 2b. These data are no obvious improvement 

over those c£ Table 2a, save that the wavenunbers (cycles/mm) are 

larger. No effort was made to use this second data set in the 

calculations that follcwed— it is presented only as evidence cf the 

wide variations obtained in making these measurements. 

Determination of n fcy pulse trananission methods was also 

attempted. A 30v spike with period 80„ys was used in place of the 
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continuous sinusoidal waveform in this phase of the experimentation. 

Table 2a. Wavenumbers (cycles/iim), frequencies, and 
slownesses (v-^-) for various modes of propagation. 

Mode Cycles/nun Frequency 
(MHz) 

Cycles/mm /frequency 

Vl/1 
0.908 2.483 .36 

V2/2 
0.830 2.444 .34 

V3/3 
0.500 2.607 .19 

Vl/2 
0.908 2.294 .39 

V2/l 
1.01 2.353 .43 

V2/3 
1.14 2.261 .50 

V3/2 
1.02 2.359 .43 

•Vl/3 
1.36 2.255 .60 

i—i 
cn 
>
 1.12 2.347 .47 

Table 2b. Results of 
of Table 2a 

an attenpt at repeating the shear data 

Mode Cycles/mm Frequency 
(MHz) 

Cycles/mm /frequency 

Vl/2 
1.80 2.395 .75 

V2/l 
1.38 2.410 .57 

V2/3 
1.59 2.421 .66 

V3/2 
1.31 2.399 .55 

VW1 1.43 2.461 .58 

1.59 2.436 .65 
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RESULTS MD ATTEMPTED REMEDIAL M1£SURES 

The determination of n for the shear velocities v3/i and v3/2 

proved difficult in the 7mm specimens owing to the large and 

indistinct slopes of the plotted data. Thus both of these annular 

sections were resawn into pairs of thinner annular sections with 

depths ranging fran 1.1 to 5.1 mm. The same velocities measured 

prwiously were measured on these sections also. The intent cf this 

exercise was to obtain identifiably correct values for n, and also to 

determine if wavespeed changed with specimen dimensions. The results 

of velocity measuronents made on annular specimens are given in 

Tables 3-5. In these tables, D gives the mean depth of the specimen. 

The suffix C on the last two specimen identifications indicates that 

the data were obtained fran the sets of parallel piped specimens which 

were sawn fran each of the two thickest annular sections. These 

specimens were sawn frcm the anterior, posterior, medial, and lateral 

sides of the bone. Velocities for compression and shear waves were 

measured along each of the assumed pure mode axes. The velocities 

obtained fran these measuronents are given in Table 6. 

The approach used in evaluating n for the velocities of Table 6 

obviously did not work well. The assumption that the number of cycles 

per unit distance varies linearly with frequency (i. e. the velocity is 

constant) was probably not so erroneous as the assumption that one 

table could be used for all specimens, or more importantly, that the 
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one table that was used was, or could be sufficiently accurate for the 

job. 

In the pulse experiments, the applied 30v spike appeared to 

produce mixed mode excitation and a ringing of the transducer, as 

evidenced fcy nose to nose (no specimen) tests of response. As a 

result, it was difficult to distinguish between shear and compression 

waves at the receiving transducer. Since compression waves travel 

faster than shear waves, the reception of shear waves was well masked 

fcy the compression waves that had arrived earlier. Canpression 

wavespeeds obtained fcy this method (3.5 to 4.0 km/s) agree well with 

those in the literature (Goss et al. 1978), but no reasonable shear 

wavespeeds(< 2.5 km/s) could be obtained since the corresponding time 

delays could not be determined. Canpression wavespeeds were invariably 

obtained, even with shear mode transduction. 
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DISCUSSION 

Clearly the most serious qualification to the results is the 

error in n. Since mary of the specimens have very anall n's, use of 

erroneous figures can, and did, lead to obviously incorrect results. 

The velocities of v3^3 in Table 6 exemplify the prohLon. In this, the 

fastest of the velocities, an error of one in the evaluations of n led 

to velocity errors of almost 100%. Errors of this magnitude are 

readily noticed. Errors resulting frcm miscalculated n‘s in the slower 

modes or larger specimens, though not as severe, are still large, and 

they may not be so obvious. 

Problons with the correctness of n's are more evident in the 

wavespeed calculations on the parallel piped specimens than on the 

annular specimens. This is clearly a result of the use of Table 2a for 

evaluating the farallelpiped n's. 

Poor and erratic coupling is believed to be partly responsible 

for the difficulties encountered in (fetemining n, but the single most 

significant contribution to the confusion may be the limited range of 

frequencies over which data points were obtained for the least squares 

fit slope calculation. 

Note that for a given indeteminant number of cycles n within the 

specimen, observed delay times tGbserved will be between zero and 

Tn+lf where T
n+iis the period of the next highest frequency such that 

Observed is a9ain zero, and n increases ty one. Ideally, one should 
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obtain data points over this entire range in order to accurately 

evaluate n. This was rarely accomplished in this investigation as only 

eight to ten points were taken over a typical range of 0.2 s delay 

time out of a typical possible range of 0.4 s. A better strategy would 

have been to cover a greater range of frequencies, preferably with 

more points. Then data points from an entire interval corresponding to 

a particular n could be obtained. Such a procedure, though likely to 

give better values of n, would be time consiming and may be limited fcy 

the range of useful frequencies of the system. 

A few observations regarding relative wavespeeds may be made 

without great interference fron the integer indeterminancy problem. 

Longitudinal compression wavespeeds were in every instance faster than 

other wavespeeds, indicating that bone stiffness is greatest in the 

longitudinal direction. This result is in agreement with all public, .d 

studies of similar interest. The data of Table 2a indicate that, for 

compressional waves, radial velocities were greater them 

circumferential velocities in the specimen used to gererate these 

data, i. e. vJy1 > ^2/2* w^en these ckta were used in expression 

(3.6) to evaluate the n's used in generating the velocities listed in 

Table 6, the contrary relation appeared. The latter relation is at 

odds with Ashman's findings (1982) and probably with those of Van 

Buskirk's group (1981) as well. Without the off-diagonal elastic 

coefficients, this is not certain. Most earlier studies assumed 

transversely isotropic symmetry and so offer no insight on the matter. 

Conclusions regarding shear velocities are less straightforward. 

Wavespeeds measured on annular specimens (with longitudinal directions 
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of propagation) indicate that the velocities v3/1 are, in general, 

greater than the velocities v3/,2- These same velocities as measured on 

the anall parallelpiped specimens gave the contrary result, that is 

v3/2 > v3/i« This last relation is in agreement with the results of 

Van Buskirk's group (1981). 

These conflicting results lead immediately to the question of 

bulk mode propagation assunptions. Unfortunately, the data obtained in 

this investigation give no clear indication of the effects of specimen 

geometry. In Table 5, the decraese in velocities recorded in moving 

fran the first two annular sections (about 7mm deep) to the following 

only slightly less bulky annular sections (4-5mm deep) leads one to 

question the accuracy of the measurments more than the assunption of 

bulk mode velocities. In particular, the values of n are suspect in 

the two thickest sections since adjustment of these n's (upward) can 

bring the propagation velocities into agreenent with those obtained 

for the other sections. The data of Table 4 are badly scattered, again 

probably due to problons with n, and so are not very useful in this 

context. 

The averaged shear velocities of Table 6 fall into an order 

identical to that shewn in table 2a: 

V1/2 > V2/l > V3/2 > V3/l > V2/3 > Vl/3* 

In elastically orthotropic media, v^j = vj/±9 This ordering of shear 

velocities then seans to indicate that cee is greater than either C44 

or C55 (see Table 1). Reilly and Burstein (1975) obtained a similar 

result using traditional mechanical methods of testing, but several 

ultrasonic studies have found c66 to be less than either C44 or C55 
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(Van Buskirk et al. 1981, Yoon and Katz 1976). 

Averaged values of velocities corresponding to C44 and c55 

indicate that C41; is greater than C55, a result in agreement with the 

findings of Van Buskirk's group (1981). In transversely isotropic 

models, C44 and C55 are not distinct. 

Mechanical difficulties in sawing of annular sections produced 

very rough surfaces at point 5 to which the transducers could not be 

well coupled. As a result, some of the point 5 data are of 

questionable accuracy, even aside from problons with n. Neglecting the 

highly suspect point 5 data of Tables 3 and 4, the average velocities 

indicate that the annular specimens tested in this study were least 

stiff in the lateral quadrant (Fig.3). Other investigators (Ashman et 

al. 1985) obtained a similar pattern of stiffnesses about the 

circumference, though the posterior quadrant (adjacent to the lateral 

quadrant) was found to be least stiff in their stuc^. The data of 

Table 5 shew no particular pattern, though it is interesting to note 

that the greatest velocities for this mode were obtained in the 

lateral quadrant, the same area that produced the anallest velocities 

for the other two modes. These results also are qualified insofar as 

off-diagonal coefficients were not obtained in this study. 

Densities of the eight parallelpiped specimens were obtained fcy 

weighing the specimens as tested and calculating volumes as the 

product of length, width, and height. All eight specimens were of 

density 2.00 ±0.07 g/an , a normal density for fresh bovine compact 

bone. 

Shear stiffnesses calculated with this density and the averaged 
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shear velocities of Table 6 were two to four times larger that those 

reported ty Lang (1970), Reilly and Burstein (1975), Yoon and Katz 

(1976), and other authors. These large discrepancies are due solely to 

the unusually great velocities obtained in this stud/. Use of gross 

shear velocity averages fran Tables 4 and 5 produced shear moduli of 

5.7 and 10.2 GPa respectively. Only the first of these is oomprabLe to 

shear moduli reported ty the other investigators. These discrepancies 

appear to sten fran errors in calculating n. 

Measurorients of time delays for particular modes, specimens and 

freguencies were not always repeatable, and disparities of as much as 

one half period of the exciting signal were recorded. Several factors 

may have contributed to this irrepeatability. 

Considerable position dependence was observed in the time delay 

measurorients, particularly in the shear modes. As the phenomenon was 

not limited to the parallelpiped specimens, but was present when 

testing the large flat areas of the annular specimens as well, this 

was probably not due to sidewall reflections. More probable (though 

still unproven) explanations would be the presence of structural 

heterogeneities and the effects of thickness variations in the 

specimens. Visual inspection of the parallelpiped specimens revealed 

widely varying densities of osteons, but there is no apparent 

correlation of this parameter with wavespeed. The results, however, 

are too scattered to be conclusive on this matter. Nonetheless, the 

position dependence of the observed time delay cannot be wholly 

accounted for ty variations in thickness alone. 

The degree of coupling between transducer and specimen was also 
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found to influence time delay readings, though the reason for this is 

not clear. Coupling could be enhanced during testing in at least three 

w^s: 

1) by the addition of a liquid or semi-solid couplant, 

2) by increasing the pressure with which the crystal was applied 

to the specimen, and 

3) by ensuring that the crystals were laid perfectly flat on 

polished and flat specimen surfaces. 

The last method is superior to the others, but was not practicable in 

this investigation. Saline solution oouplants were used, albeit 

inadvertantly, as the specimens had to be maintained in a wet state. 

Shear coupling was not appreciably enhanced ky use of a saline 

solution couplant, so failing reception of adequate shear signal 

amplitudes after alignment procedures, crystal appication pressures 

were increased. Care had to be exercised with this method of couple 

enhancement since large time delays (up to .lys) could be induced by 

increasing the crystal application pressure. I&rt of the shift was 

probably due to the change in path length (as indicated by the sense 

of the shift). The effect of loading the crystals and specimens in 

static compression is unknown. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

In this investigation, an attsnpt was made to demonstrate that 

specimen sizes and geanetries commonly used in studies of this kind do 

not significantly influence stress wave propagation modes or 

velocities. Compression and shear velocities were measured in an 

effort to substantiate or refute assunptions of elastic symmetry and 

to shew the existence or absence of patterns of stiffness about the 

circumference, of the bone ^iaft. All of these endeavors met with 

varying degrees of difficulty for want of accurate values of n, the 

indeterminant integer number cf cycles within the specimen. 

Though the theoretical procedure presented here for finding n is 

sound within its limitations, the assunptions made in its use 

(particularly that the velocity is invariant with frequency) may not 

be entirely valid in the present circumstances. The integer values n 

obtained in this investigation were frequently too snail (but only 

rarely too large) to produce velocities in agreement with those found 

in the literature. The reason for the lopsided error distribution is 

unknown. 

The errors were probably not caused by geonetrical dispersion (as 

in guided wave theory) since even tha data from the annular specimens, 

which were surely propagating waves in a bulk mode, did not fit well 

to integer slope lines. The extent to which dispersion resulted f ran 

viscous behavior is unknown, but it is thought to be small since 
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strain rates are great and amplitudes are snail. Poor and erratic 

coupling is believed to be partly responsible for the difficulties 

encountered in determining n, but a significant contribution to the 

slope errors may well have been caused ty sampling too narrow a band 

of frequencies. 

Other improvenents in the measursnent procedure might include 

couple enhancement ty lapping and polishing of the specimens, and the 

procurorient cf a means other than aluminum foil for distributing 

charge over the piezoelectric crystals. Time spent writing a 

comprehensive real time computer program to analyze data as it is 

obtained would be well invested. 

Hie information obtained fcy this studf regarding the elastic 

properties of bone is of limited scope owing to the integer 

indeterminancy prohLons, the snail sample size, and the absence of 

velocity measurements of diagonal propagation modes. Despite these 

prohLens and shortcomings, observations of relations based on 

consistent (even if erroneous) values of n agree with seme cf the 

results reported in the literature. In particular, the velocities 

are clearly the greatest of all those measured, a strong indication 

that bone is stiffest in axial loading parallel to the longitudinal 

axis. That the femoral diaft is stiffer on the anterior side appears 

to be substantiated by the data obtained here. 

The continuous wave phase comparison technique is a viable method 

for determining the elastic constants of compact bone and can be used 

to obtain more precise propagation velocities than can be had fran 

pulse propagation measurements. Great care must be exercised in its 
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application though, particulary with regard to specimen preparation, 

specimen transducer coupling, and n evaluations. 

Ihe necessity for this increased precision in investigations of 

the elastic properties of bone is open to question, given the very 

wide variations in material properties f ran bone to bone. The 

objective of ary such measurenent procedure diould be to characterize 

bone as the unique and c^namic biological material that it is. 
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